news from our chapters
The following report was received at A M S Headquarters before 15 September 1971.

Midwestern Chapters conference
Local American Meteorological Society chapters can be very
important tools to both the meteorologist and the layman
interested in meteorology, because they can provide excellent
places for the presentation of new ideas and the discussion
of old ones. Chapters must function effectively, or this
opportunity for information exchange will be lost. Unfortunately, with the fairly rapid turnover of chapter officers
and members, it sometimes takes most of a term of office
before optimum efficiency and organization are reached by
the officers and particularly by the chairman.
If an incoming chairman had better access to the ideas of
those that preceded him, the task of effective chapter management would be greatly simplified. If a number of active
chairmen could exchange and pass on their ideas and experiences to their replacements, better management could
also be attained.
Obviously, it is not feasible for all 85 local chapter
chairmen to meet and discuss their ideas. However, if a
small regional group could meet for perhaps a day and
exchange their findings and activities, much could be accomplished. This is exactly what was done recently (12 May
1971), when members from five midwestern American Meteorological Society chapters met in a one-day conference with
representatives of AMS headquarters to discuss organizational matters pertaining to their local units.
This meeting, the first of its kind to be conducted anywhere, was held in the Water Resources Building at the
University of Illinois, Urbana. The chapters represented
and their delegates were: Central Indiana (W. Gordon Wylie,
Lawrence Schaal); Southeastern Michigan (Allan Murphy);
Chicago (Arlo Gambell); Northern Illinois University Student
Chapter (Allan Staver, Joseph Balanda); and East Central
Illinois (Paul Schickedanz, Galen McCreary, John Wilson).
Representing the AMS were Prof. Alfred K. Blackadar, President of the Society, and Dr. Kenneth C. Spengler, Executive
Director.
The meeting was organized by members of the East Central Illinois Chapter. Their goal was to include as many
local chapters as possible in a one-day conference to discuss
problems pertaining to membership, program planning, and
chapter activities. Ten chapters throughout Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio, and Illinois were
invited, but a lack of chapter travel funds kept attendance
at half that number.
Dr. Spengler opened the meeting by emphasizing these
reasons for the existence of local chapters: 1) to promote
fellowship; and 2) to learn about meteorology and its relation to the other sciences. These objectives can be accomplished only if the members are sufficiently interested to
spend time and effort in chapter activities and meeting.
The activities of several local chapters were discussed at
length. Many groups present talks and seminars to schools,
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flying clubs, and other interested organizations. These programs serve several purposes such as informing the community about weather topics of interest, giving chapter
members experience in public speaking, and promoting
meteorology to the layman.
A number of local chapters work with science fairs, acting
as judges and presenting awards. Dr. Blackadar pointed out
that the Society offers a selection of prizes which can be
made available for the fairs. These include certificates of
recognition, subscriptions to W E A T H E R W I S E at reduced prices,
associate AMS memberships, and books about meteorology
careers and curricula. Distributors of meteorological equipment occasionally offer either a free instrument or price
reductions on instruments. These instruments make excellent
prizes.
In areas with a number of meteorologists, a directory of
names, addresses, affiliations, and major interests can be prepared. Such a listing will acquaint people with the local
chapter and may be a source of speakers for meetings.
Other interesting activities discussed included donating
books to libraries, giving money to schools for scholarships,
writing chapter newsletters, and making honorary presentations to individuals in the community.
The planning of interesting meetings and programs was a
problem with many chapters, as interest and participation
within a chapter are directly related to the quality of the
programs. It was the consensus of those present at the
conference that the monthly evening meeting with one
or two speakers was perhaps not the optimum arrangement
possible, and that variety should be the keyword in program planning. Joint meetings with other chapters, luncheon
meetings, and mid-afternoon meetings (if work schedules
permit) might be attempted if attendance is below an
acceptable level. Some chapters have had more success with
bi-monthly meetings.
Speakers are often difficult to obtain, particularly if a rigid
meeting schedule is followed. Several useful ideas were presented which may alleviate this situation somewhat. If a
flexible schedule is adopted, visiting scientists can be used
as speakers at chapter meetings more often. If a speaker
from another institution is desired for a particular meeting,
letters can be written to a number of candidates, asking each
to speak; perhaps one of them will be in the area and
could present a talk. Another avenue to follow might be
to schedule a chapter meeting shortly before or after a
national society-sponsored conference (such as Cloud Physics,
Severe Local Storms, etc.), and to ask several persons who
will appear at the conference if they could visit the local
chapter on their way either to or from the conference. (The
B U L L E T I N lists speakers several months in advance.)
Local talent is also a good source of speakers. The East
Central Illinois chapter recently devoted an entire year
of programs to local talent, and had some excellent
presentations.
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Interdisciplinary local speakers, not from the chapter,
can provide enlightenment to members of the chapter. This
type of program is particularly easy to arrange in a university community, where a variety of talent exists.
Programs need not be limited to one speaker. Panel discussions, two or three short contributions, or debates are
all ideas which were discussed.
Films can provide very interesting programs. Dr. Spengler
discussed the list of AMS films, and two of the latest (Convective Clouds and Atmospheric Electricity) were viewed
by the conference attendees. NASA, Air Weather Service

(USAF), and the Naval Weather Service also have some excellent meteorological films.
The one-day conference provided some excellent ideas
for the improvement of local chapter attendance and participation. It was noted, though, that many people are very
busy and have a heavy demand on their time in professional
and family activities. To compete with such a demand, the
local chapter must cater to the individual's desires and provide programs worth his time. Perhaps through meetings
such as this one, the Society will do exactly this, making it
an even more valuable tool to its members.—John W.
Wilson, Past Chrm., East Central Illinois Chapter

(Continued from announcements, page 1103)

ports from Government-funded research and development
projects released since 1964. T h e NTISearch is a part of
the services offered by the National Technical Information
Service, directed by William T. Knox, under the U. S.
Department of Commerce.
NTISearch will answer requests with up to 100 abstracts
printed on 4 X 6 index cards. A skilled search specialist will
use a computer-generated index to find the relevant abstracts. An average NTISearch will produce about 25
abstracts, depending on the specificity of the field. For $25
NTISearch users can have their results within a few days of
the request. The new service replaces a former bibliography
service that provided only titles and accession numbers of
technical reports.
T o request an NTISearch, one may telephone: AC 703321-8523, or write: U. S. Department of Commerce,
NTISearch, Springfield, Virginia 22151. Users must state
search question and give key words or descriptors. Payment can be made by charging NTIS deposit accounts or
by sending a check made out to NTIS.

Balloons—documents, platforms and programs
The Scientific Ballooning Standards Committee, an informal organization representing the principal manufacturers
and users of scientific balloons, has issued the first two
publications in a series intended to improve communications
and practices within the industry and among scientific users.
Formed in August 1968, the committee meets about every
six months to act on subcommittee suggestions.
The Glossary of Scientific Ballooning defines terms and
symbols used in balloon design, flight operations, electronics,
and instrumentation. The second document, Safety Standards
for Scientific Ballooning, expounds recommendations on
general safety practices, safety of personnel during launch,
safety during recovers, and safety of the balloon and payload. Copies of both documents are available from: Scientific
Ballooning Standards Committee, National Center for Atmospheric Research, P.O. Box 1470, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
Any group that would like to fly a long-duration balloon
payload for monitoring atmospheric gases, particulates, or
radiation should contact the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. The first Mother GHOST flight was successfully
launched from Christchurch, New Zealand, on 1 April 1971,
and was still flying on its third global circuit as of 15 June.
There will be several more test flights beginning in December 1971. Three or four of these flights, which will float at
24 km, will be available for carrying scientific payloads up
to 50 kg. A low-bit-rate digital telemetry system with four
data channels is also available for the flights. Inquiries
should be addressed to: Vincent E. Lally, NCAR, P.O. Box
1470, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
By consulting the article "A listing of computer programs
available at NCAR for solving recurring problems in
ballooning" by Jack M. Angevine, Proc. Sixth AFCRL Scientific Balloon Symposium, December 1970, readers can determine what programs are available on an "as-is" basis from
the NCAR Scientific Balloon Facility. Written in Fortran IV,
the approximately 20 computer programs cover problems
in balloon design, inflation, rigging, launch, flight trajectories, and communications networks for flight operations.
Inquiries and requests should be sent to: Manager, Scientific
Balloon Facility, NCAR, P.O. Box 1470, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
NTISearch—new retrieval service
A new computer information retrieval service, NTISearch,
has been formed to search out abstracts of technical re-

G O A L E R T in English
Radio broadcasts from the worldwide solar and geophysical
warning and information system GOALERT are now in
the English language rather than in Morse code. The
GOALERT reports and forecasts of solar and terrestrial
conditions and activity are a service of the International
Ursigram and World Days Service and the Department of
Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The information permits observers and researchers to
coordinate and interpret their own observations with greater
certainty and to calibrate their apparatus to better observe
phenomena.
Concise solar geophysical forecast messages with major
event alerts are compiled at NOAA's Space Environment Services Center, Boulder, Colo. The messages are then sent
worldwide through teletypewriter and radio broadcasts on
stations WWV, Fort Collins, Colo., and WWVH, Kauai,
Hawaii. T h e National Bureau of Standards maintains and
operates both stations.
Current geophysical information and alerts are broadcast
during the 18th minute of each hour from WWV and during
the 45th minute from WWVH. They are updated daily at
0400 GMT, with provisions to modify at any time to provide
immediate alerts of outstanding events.
(More announcements on page 1128)
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